




















over the last decade. Yet, all 
one.needs.is.a.quick.perusal.of.







the. penchant. for. large. popula-
tions.of.popular.Christianity. to.
thrive.off.of.naming.enemies..
Whether. we. are. naming. as.
enemies. liberals,. homosexu-
als,. Catholics,. or. pro-choice.
proponents,. we. tend. to. raise.
more. money. and. gain. higher.
numbers. of. followers. if.we. can.
scare. individuals. into. thinking.
we.alone. can. stave. off. the. end.
of.Christendom..As.a.result,.the.
old. enemy. of. the. modern. age,.
scientific based secular human-
ism,.remains.the.main.focus.of.
the.church’s.missional.agenda.in.
North America. Yet the reality re-
mains.that.much.of.North.Amer-
ica.has.traded.in.the.promises.of.
secularism for a future defined 
by.forms.of.postmodernism..
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that.although.the.philosophical.
ideas. that. comprise. postmod-
ernism. are. hotly. debated. and.
considered.by.many. to.be.past.
its.heyday,. postmodernity. as. a.
culture.is.a.powerful.and.grow-
ing.cultural.force.in.our.contem-









average. person. on. the. street. has.












of. the. misguided. assumptions.





doing. so. provided. those. who.
felt. marginalized. by. modernity.
with.a.voice.in.academic.circles..
Postmodernism. has. not,. how-
ever,. been. able. to. articulate. a.







sophical. inquiries. seeking. to.
bring.about.a.coherent.vision.of.
a.post-postmodern.program.
Yet, as Detweiler and Taylor 
point.out,.the.culture.of.postmo-
dernity. is. thriving,. daily. gain-
ing. more. and. more. adherents.
to. its. way. of. life. and. cultural.





sue. an. anti-secularity. agenda.
is. to. ensure. our. irrelevance.
in. the. coming.cultural. reality..
Therefore,. what. follows. is. a.




mindset of postmodernity defies 
categorization.and.is,.indeed,.a.
reaction. against. the. belief. that.
one.can.be.placed.into.a.neatly.






ing. out. only. the. shortcomings.
of. those. who. hold. postmodern.
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1. Communal Truth vs. 
Propositional Truth
Beginning. in. the. 1960s. an.
antifoundationalist. movement,.
which. had. roots. in. the. nine-
teenth. century. with. Friedrich.
Nietzsche. and. G.. W.. F.. Hegel,.
was.popularized.and.re-infused.
with. contemporary. meaning.
by. Jacques. Derrida,. Francois.









an edifice of truth. Taylor and 
Detweiler,. two. men. immersed.
not.only.in.the.academy,.but.also.





Few. have. heard. of. Jean. Beau-
drillard.or.Jacques.Derrida,.but.
they.have.a.practical.knowledge.













modern. agenda,. both. religious.
and.secular,.held.the.belief.that.
correct. thinking,. founded. on.





est offices of leadership around 




of. absolute. truth. claims.. In.
place. of. absolute. truth. claims.
based. on. an. infallible. founda-
tion,. postmodern. populations.
tend.to.gravitate.toward.shared.
truth,. shared. meaning,. and.
shared.praxis.of.that.truth.and.
meaning.. This. is.not.necessar-
ily. the. everyone for himself, do 
whatever you want, everything 
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larity agenda is to ensure our irrelevance 
in the coming cultural reality.
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I. believe. that. Christianity.
has. created. many. of. the. prob-
lems. concerning. the. relativism.
of. the. postmodern. agenda.. We.
pushed.so.hard.to.maintain.our.
privileged.position.as.the.arbiters.



















1). Place. an. emphasis. on.



















more. important. (and. says. more.
about. those.of.us.with.absolute.







may. have. regarding. those. with.
absolute.truth.claims.
The post in post-rational should not 
be read as against reason. Rather it is a 
part of their worldview that understands 
life to include more than the rational. 
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often. post-rational. in. their. ap-
proach.to.life..The.post.in.post-
rational. should. not. be. read. as.
against.reason..Rather.it.is.a.part.











This. postmodern. critique. of.
rationality.is.a.needed.reminder.
that. “our. humanity. does. not.
consist. solely. in. our. cognitive.
dimension”. (Grenz. 1996:169)..
Therefore,.in.addition.to.the.logic.
and. coherence. of. a. particular.
worldview.or.ideology,.aesthetic.
value,.communal.response,.and.





Living. as. a. missional. com-
munity. among. a. post-rational.
society. will. require. Christian.
leaders. to. learn. how. to. bring.
aesthetic.beauty,.artistic.expres-




















3. Secular Space vs. 
Sacred Space















secular. category,. devoid. of. the.
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Age. spirituality. in. the. last. two.




and. encountered. through. his.
creation.. Instead. of. only. dis-
playing. fear. toward. Wicca,. the.
church. should. also. choose. to.
learn.about.itself.and.its.possible.












be. redeemed. by. God. and. his.
Kingdom. purposes.. It. is. the.
responsibility. of. the. leaders. of.
the.community.of.faith.to.push,.
prod,. and. pull. the. community.
to.live.their.faith.in.all.areas.of.
life,.not.just.a.weekend.service..
The. Christian. church. in. the.












outside. of. the. “sacred. hour”.
of. the. weekend.. Participating.
in. community. events,. not. as.
church. people,. but. as. fellow.
travelers. and. missionaries. will.
be.of.vital.importance..
4. Wary of Those 
Claiming Power
An.important.aspect.of.post-
modern. philosophy. was. devel-
oped. by. French. philosopher.
Michel. Foucault.. Following. the.
tumultuous.events.surrounding.
the. student. uprisings. in. 1968,.
Postmodern culture has rejected the 
sacred/secular divide and come to rec-
ognize that all of life is the domain of 
the Divine. 
Journal of Adventist Mission Studies 6






ing. to. Stanley. Grenz,. Foucault.
came. to. the. conclusion. that.
Western.society.has.made.three.







it. is. neutral. or. value-free,. and.
(3).that.the.pursuit.of.knowledge.
benefits all humankind rather 







because. it. is. embedded. in. the.
world,.is.subject.to.and.involved.
in.the.power.games.and.clashes.
that. make. up. our. world.. He.
boldly.claimed.that.“there.is.no.
power.relation.without.the.cor-
relative constitution of a field of 
knowledge,. nor. any. knowledge.
that. does. not. presuppose. and.
constitute. at. the. same. time.
power. relations”. (1977:27,. 28)..





the. “forms. and. possible. do-
mains.of.knowledge”.(1977:28)..





their. camp.. Although. virtually.
unknown.to.the.Christian.com-
munity,. Foucault. is. a. giant. in.
postmodern. philosophy. and.
his.ideas.permeate.much.of.the.
culture. of. postmodernity,. even.
if.those.living.in.that.culture.fail.








tion.. It. is.a.mistake. to.assume.




postmodern. generations. that. it.
had.with.those.who.grew.up.in.
the.modern.world..Rather.than.
winning their confidence, such 











from. others.. Much. of. contem-
porary. Christianity. in. America.
bases.its.interaction.with.popu-
lar culture on the flawed belief 
that. God. only. speaks. through.
the.Christian.church..This.view,.
however,. seems. to. be. contrary.
to. the. overriding. narrative. of.
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the.Bible..The.Bible.tells.a.story.
in. which. God. is. always. active,.
whether.or.not.we.are.present..
As.a.result,.we.can.engage.oth-









5. Gospel of the Kingdom vs. 
















of. the. Kingdom. of. God,. rather.
than.an.emphasis.on.a.heavenly.
reward. to. come. later..Contrary.
to.the.very.popular.assumption.
that.young.people.today.are.self-
centered. and. privileged,. those.




result,. fear. based. approaches.
to. evangelism. that. attempt. to.
scare.people.with. the. threat. of.
hell.or.the.reward.of.heaven.are.
increasingly. counterproductive.







When. Jesus. spoke. of. the.
Kingdom.of.God,.or.the.Reign.of.
God,. it. was. almost. exclusively.
focused. on. the. here. and. now..
As. the. main. communicator. for.









to. participate. in. the. activities.
of. faith.. We. can. allow. them. to.
belong. and. live. with. us. before.
they. have. come. to. believe. like.




tion can only find its meaning 
and fulfillment in light of our 
efforts.to.create.the.Kingdom.of.
God.in.the.here.and.now.
6. Unchurched vs. 
Rechurched
Most. of. the. contemporary.
literature.on.reaching.out.to.the.
unchurched. actually. describes.
methods. for. reaching. out. to.
the.re-churched..Vintage.Faith.
Church. Pastor. Dan. Kimball’s.
observations. of. the. modern.
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church. growth. movement. are.
especially.insightful.for.the.cur-
rent. discussion.. His. findings.
conclude. that. the. seeker. style.
services.popularized.by.Saddle-





individuals. who. had. wandered.
from.participation.in.Christian-
ity,. but. not. its. philosophical.
presuppositions. (i.e.,. Bible. as.
the.Word.of.God,.Jesus.as.the.
Son.of.God,.etc.)..
The. modern. seeker. service.
methods. in. effect. created.what.















Those. who. are. growing. up.
in.postmodern.cultures.are.the.
real. unchurched. people. group.
in. North. America.. Extremely.











been. very. successful. in. reach-
ing. the. truly. unchurched,. it. is.
important.for.the.Christian.com-
munity. to. evaluate. all. church.
growth.tools.in.light.of.whether.
it.will.work.with.those.who.have.
never. been. to. church.. To. live.
missionally. among. individuals.
who. are. postmodern. in. their.





oriented. approach. which. views.
church.as.more.than.a.once-a-
week.gathering..Instead,.a.mis-
sional. church. is. a. community.
“in. which. each. person. makes.
an. active. contribution,. during.
gathered.worship.as.well.as.dis-
Those growing up with postmodern 
mindsets and worldviews tend to have 
an intense desire to make a difference 
in their world.
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persed. service”. (Roxburgh. and.
Romanuk. 2006:xiii).. Therefore,.
carbon-copying.Willow.Creek.or.









Romanuk. 2006:xv).. Much. of.
the joy and learning and flavor 
of. the. life. of. faith. comes. from.
our.unique.attempts.to.live.our.
faith. missionally. among. differ-
ent. people.. Consequently,. with.
the.emergence.of. the.missional.








No Longer Readily Adopt the
Religion of Their Parents
Increasing. numbers. of.
younger. generations. are. no.




of. criticism. provided. by. post-
modern. culture.. As. a. result,.




a. spiritual. quest. marked. by.
diverse. communal. experience,.
dialogue,.and.a.healthy.skepti-




ing. number. of. occurrences. in.
which.children.adopt.the.religion.
of.their.parents,.the.church.com-
munity. must. actively. attempt.
to be an influence in the lives 
of.young.students.in.their.area..
There. is. nothing. more. crucial.
to. the. development. of. a. young.
person. than. having. a. caring.
adult.take.an.interest.in.their.life.
(Clark. 2004:37–58).. Therefore,.








to. our. faith,. we. must. seek. to.
create.an.atmosphere.where.the.







or. an. educational. organization.
as. the. delivery. system. for. our.
faith,. but. instead. seek. to. be. a.
community.that.will.serve.as.that.
delivery.system.





They. simply. have. readjusted.
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For the first time in American history 
religion is chosen rather than received. 
their. view. of. the. role. an. insti-











with. the. institution. gaining.
legitimization. through. service..
Without.serving.the.community.





















the. institution. above. loyalty. to.
the.community.or.to.their.faith..
This.is.one.of.the.important.ways.
in. which. postmodern. culture.
and.those.who.experience.life.in.




























the. postmodern. world. will. look.
different. than. the. Christianity.
of. the. modern. world.. This. very.
diversity. that. is. feared.by.some.
is.a.cause.of.joy.and.exhilaration.
for.others..The.only.mistake.that.
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vass. for. painting. the. Christian.
faith.is.the.modern.world..
I. believe. that. the. turn. from.
the. modern. to. the. postmodern.
era. that. we. are. currently. ex-
periencing. provides. wonderful.
opportunities. for. the. church. to.
reevaluate. its. current. practices..














Obviously. there. are. many.
aspects. of. postmodern. culture.
that,.when.evaluated. in. light.of.
the.gospel,.should.be.challenged.
and transformed. Yet, too often 
the. church’s. response. to. most.
aspects. of. postmodernity. has.
been.to.argue.for.modernity..As.
an.example,.the.typical.response.














ist. thought. in. modern. history,.
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the calling of the church. 
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14)..With. this. in.mind,. it. is. our.
task.to.evaluate.our.success.not.












fact,. it. may. be. argued. that. God.

















for. the. emerging. postmodern.
generations..It.is.not.about.strip-
ping.the.gospel.of.its.truth.value.



























2003..A matrix of meanings: 




















ing of the Son of Man: New 
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